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S Y N O P S I S

Jeanne, a beautiful young woman with a profusion of boyfriends, always seems
to be in a hurry.  

One day, she meets Olivier, HIV positive,  who turns out to be the true love she’s
been searching for. 

When Olivier learns he has little time to live, he vanishes, leaving a troubled
Jeanne alone, desperately searching for some sign of him.  

After a while, Jeanne learns that Olivier has died.  But she resolves that life must
go on.



INTERVIEW WITH THE TWO DIRECTORS

JACQUES MARTINEAU  and  OLIVIER DUCASTEL 

“Jeanne et le Garçon ForJeanne et le Garçon Formidable” is the innocent stormidable” is the innocent stor y of a girl who loves a boyy of a girl who loves a boy
with Aids.  Why is  such a sad storwith Aids.  Why is  such a sad stor y told as an enchanting musical?y told as an enchanting musical?

JACQUES: We wanted to make a film that was at once sad and joyful… a film about life’s
pleasures… which reveled in life’s beauty and the horror of Aids…  a film which mur-
murs insistently: life is worth living, so be careful with this precious gift.

Making a musical in 1998 might seem a bit passé even though WMaking a musical in 1998 might seem a bit passé even though Woody Allen,oody Allen,
Alain Resnais and RoberAlain Resnais and Rober t Guédiguian successfully rt Guédiguian successfully reintreintroduced this charoduced this charmingming
genrgenre to the big scre to the big screen reen recentlyecently.  What’.  What’s so unusual about “Jeanne et le Garçons so unusual about “Jeanne et le Garçon
ForFormidable” is the successful blend of  the rmidable” is the successful blend of  the refrefreshing fanciful musical sequenceseshing fanciful musical sequences
and the gravity of the subject – Aids.  Also, militating for this tragic cause addsand the gravity of the subject – Aids.  Also, militating for this tragic cause adds
to the storto the stor y’y’s uniqueness.  Though the themes seem irs uniqueness.  Though the themes seem irrreconcilable, they contrieconcilable, they contri --
bute the richness, singularity and moderbute the richness, singularity and modernity of the film.nity of the film.

JACQUES: From the outset, I wanted to make a musical, and the only story which captu-
red my interest was this one.  I brought the two concepts together and I never had a
second thought about it.

OLIVIER: As you can imagine, I am a big fan… I’m wild about Jacques Demy’s films.
Though I appreciate American musicals, sometimes they bore me a little, perhaps becau-
se their primary goal is sheer entertainment.   One can sing about tragedy in opera, why
not in musicals?

How did you envisage Jeanne’How did you envisage Jeanne’s character?  She is  sentimental, yet  driven bys character?  She is  sentimental, yet  driven by
an idealism and stubboran idealism and stubborness?ness?

JACQUES:  First of all, she comes from a modest social background, and that was impor-
tant for us.  It was a way of saying “enough of these French films which only deal with
the banal bourgeois values of money and idle concerns”.  But around four years ago,
things happily shifted in French cinema.  Jeanne is not a marginal character, she is just a
young woman from a working class background, as so many of us are.  Furthermore,
she’s the type of girl that gives into her desires and impulses.  She must satisfy them
immediately.  I think that’s marvelous.  Personally, I think we should all be like her.  As I
was writing the story, I wondered if people would think our representation of her cha-
racter was misogynist? 



She is a woman driven by her instincts, her sensibility and even her sexualityShe is a woman driven by her instincts, her sensibility and even her sexuality,,
while the man is morwhile the man is more re reasonable.  For example, François’ character sublimateseasonable.  For example, François’ character sublimates
his experience into political thought.  But all these questions vanished when wehis experience into political thought.  But all these questions vanished when we
saw Vsaw Virirginie porginie por tray the charactertray the character..  She was capable of changing r..  She was capable of changing registersegisters
frfrom one instant to the next and always acted the parom one instant to the next and always acted the par t with total sincerityt with total sincerity..
Jeanne is a contemporarJeanne is a contemporar y girl.  Wy girl.  Working as a rorking as a receptionist in a travel agencyeceptionist in a travel agency,,
her job irher job ironically underlines the absence of genuine communication betweenonically underlines the absence of genuine communication between
her and those arher and those around heround her..
The encounter with OlivierThe encounter with Olivier, the first r, the first real love she experiences in her life, openseal love she experiences in her life, opens
her to another dimension of living – giving, loss… and in this sense, her pathher to another dimension of living – giving, loss… and in this sense, her path
is like an initiation.is like an initiation.

JACQUES: An initiation to love and inevitably to the loss of love.  In the past, Jeanne
dumped her boyfriends without a second thought to the suffering she might have cau-
sed them.  She is devastated in turn by Olivier’s disappearance and death… literally
brought to her knees… one never entirely overcomes mourning.

OLIVIER: Jacques Bonnaffé, who plays François, the gay rights activist working for Act-
Up, has consciously chosen political commitment to the cause as a means of dealing with
mourning.   However, he is no better armed to deal with death than Jeanne.

JACQUES: Militating for gay rights with Act-Up is certainly an excellent way of dealing
with the question of Aids, but that does not resolve everything.  I didn’t want to make a
film about political activism.  There are already some fine documentaries dealing with
the subject.

The first dance number in the film vigorThe first dance number in the film vigorously spotlights immigrants who arously spotlights immigrants who aree
sweeping the strsweeping the streets.  They sing “So much devotion… so much sufeets.  They sing “So much devotion… so much suf fering… andfering… and
expulsion frexpulsion from France is how we’rom France is how we’re re repaid!”   Frepaid!”   From the outset, you serom the outset, you serenelyenely
and playfully lay things on the line.  As rand playfully lay things on the line.  As romantic as the storomantic as the stor y is, the film isy is, the film is
anchoranchored in the red in the realities of societyealities of society.  And things ar.  And things aren’en’t  going so well in thist  going so well in this
ararea…ea…

JACQUES: Since this was my first film, I had no complexes.   Nothing deterred me from
including all the ideas I felt strongly about, and in fact in that sequence I do show the
harsh realities! 

OLIVIER: Jeanne floats through that scene.  She passes through the dance number
without really taking in their complaints.  It is the beginning of the film and we realize
that Jeanne has no fears, no preconceived ideas and no prejudices.   She sees no rea-
son for commitment to a cause and criticism has no place in her world.  That is perhaps
her only fault.



In the beginning of the film, Jacques BonnafIn the beginning of the film, Jacques Bonnaf fé sings a sorfé sings a sorrrowful lament in theowful lament in the
vain of François Vvain of François Villon about the Bagatelle, a tragic storillon about the Bagatelle, a tragic stor yy, and the sur, and the sur vivors whovivors who
rresemble “100- yearesemble “100- year -old widows”.  Bonnaf-old widows”.  Bonnaf fé augurs Jeanne’fé augurs Jeanne’s futurs future, but shee, but she
can’can’t hear it…t hear it…

OLIVIER: She knows that the things he tells her and will tell her are things she doesn’t want
to hear.  As an activist, he is sometimes a victim of the role he plays.  He can act, but he
cannot soften the pain of the loss and mourning.

“Jeanne et le Garçon ForJeanne et le Garçon Formidable” is a film about Aids and death, but morbidmidable” is a film about Aids and death, but morbid
sufsuf fering is not dealt with!  Olivierfering is not dealt with!  Olivier, who is ser, who is seropositive and ill, yet hel enjoys aopositive and ill, yet hel enjoys a
verver y rich sex life with Jeanne.  The dialogues evoke a desiry rich sex life with Jeanne.  The dialogues evoke a desire to live life to thee to live life to the
fullest, often crfullest, often crudelyudely, but with humor; “this handsome boy, but with humor; “this handsome boy, I thought he was scr, I thought he was scree--
wable…” Jeanne sings at one point.  Wwable…” Jeanne sings at one point.  Was that imporas that impor tant? tant? 

JACQUES: From this point of view, it is militant film.  I wanted to show what happened to
us, to our generation, in the bluntest way.   And at the same time, take a stand against
those who demand a return to a more conservative morality.  I wanted to fight those who
are using the Aids epidemic to frustrate our desires and use it as an excuse to return to
old values and take away our hard won rights earned over years of struggle -- freer
sexual expression.  Just because Aids exists doesn’t mean that we should forget about
pleasure, as long as we take the necessary precautions.

OLIVIER: I think it’s important that Jeanne’s character doesn’t wonder about things too
much, that she has no preconceived ideas.  When Olivier announces that he is seroposi-
tive, she innocently replies, “that’s not serious, we used condoms.”  That might appear to
be terrifying indifference, but it’s charming, and most importantly, it’s a  loving response.
When it comes right down to it, Aids changes nothing, but it changes everything.

Reviving the musical genrReviving the musical genre  did not stop you fre  did not stop you from rom respecting the typical narespecting the typical narratirati --
ve forve formulas and techniques, notably the prmulas and techniques, notably the presence of secondaresence of secondar y characters in they characters in the
transitional scenes.  And that’transitional scenes.  And that’s whers where you spoil us with pure you spoil us with pure moments of sheere moments of sheer
madness and hilarious personalities: the chilly plumbermadness and hilarious personalities: the chilly plumber, the bewitching librarian,, the bewitching librarian,
the “that’the “that’s enough” couple!  s enough” couple!  

JACQUES: All the characters in the film enjoy life.  However, we can divide them into two
categories:  There are those who emphatically seize life with both hands, whether it be on
a political level, as François does, in love like Jeanne, or in a more self-destructive man
ner like Olivier who has a rough time, does drugs and gets sick… All of them suffer at
one time or another.  Then, there are the others who are little more reserved with regard
to the all consuming passion.  Jeanne’s sister and her little brother, and the plumber all
approach life differently.  And this approach is no less valid.    It seems to me that we are
all torn between pleasure seeking or protecting ourselves from the risks it can afford.

OLIVIER: We really love the actors and adore the secondary characters.  Preparing all the
sub texts and secondary roles in the film, finding the right idea, like the cherry on top of
the cake, letting them have a great time when we were filming, that really excited us a
lot!    I found all those digressive songs had useful rhythms, narratives and, what’s more,
they counterbalanced the sadness, and the melancholy of the film.



YYou talk of the afou talk of the af fection you feel for the actors on scrfection you feel for the actors on screen in the way you gaveeen in the way you gave
them time to explorthem time to explore their characters with long takes.  An absolute mutual tre their characters with long takes.  An absolute mutual trustust
obviously exists between you.  For example,  in the verobviously exists between you.  For example,  in the ver y intimate and sensualy intimate and sensual
brbreakfast scene whereakfast scene where Ve Virirginie Ledoyen and Mathieu Demy abandon themselvesginie Ledoyen and Mathieu Demy abandon themselves
to pleasurto pleasure.e.

OLIVIER: It was a risky chance, a complicated scene to film because of the nudity.

JACQUES: And they had to arouse each other with the honey, and that day we only had
one pair of sheets in the studio!!

OLIVIER:  We wanted to maintain the continuity of the scene when we filmed it in order to
emphasize the lovers’ complicity and accentuate the fragility of their intimate moment toge-
ther.    A daily experience or an exceptional moment, it is meant to be a resume of what
their life together would’ve been like if Olivier hadn’t gotten sick.  Naturally for all the
obvious reasons, we needed to have a real trust between ourselves and the actors.
The long sequences, which at first were motivated by our lack of experience, showed that
we had confidence in the actors, that we gave them space and time.  This suited Virginie
perfectly.  She is a mature actress, perfectly mastering her powerful technique.  She unders-
tood her character completely and we wanted to show that as well.

How do you work together on a practical level?  Did handling the tasks at handHow do you work together on a practical level?  Did handling the tasks at hand
come about naturally?come about naturally?

JACQUES: There was a lot of exchange between us, but it’s absolutely clear that I am not a
technician.  I don’t know anything about directing a team of technicians and I didn’t want
to get involved in that aspect.  It’s a skill and I realized that’s Olivier’s domain.  I was pre-
sent during the pre-shoot and worked on the music, but when it came time to film, Olivier
was the one who said “action” and “cut”!

OLIVIER: I also participated with the script.  I asked Jacques to make some modifications
and we had to do some adaptations because it was written for the winter season and we
finally shot it over the summer.

Why the winter?Why the winter?

JACQUES: For the very practical reason that the Act-Up rally takes place on December 1st
and also families getting together for the Christmas holidays underlined the story’s sadness.

The characters arThe characters are vere ver y obviously motivated by some quest and ary obviously motivated by some quest and are compelled bye compelled by
some state of ursome state of urgencygency.  W.  Was the film made under these ciras the film made under these circumstances, in this statecumstances, in this state
of urof urgency?gency?

JACQUES: It’s true that I wrote “Jeanne et le Garçon Formidable” on my own, very quick-
ly, in a quasi-state of urgency.  That was four years ago when I was rallying for Act-Up and
I had been involved with the organization for several years.  I had no intention of doing
anything with the script,, since I am a literature teacher and had never worked in film befo-
re..   The cinema was like a magic nebulous, something very, very mysterious to me!



Coming back to the division of rComing back to the division of roles, we enjoyed bluroles, we enjoyed blurring our positions since wering our positions since we
co-dirco-directed the film.  But naturally each of us had his own prected the film.  But naturally each of us had his own prefereferences withences with
rregaregard to the collaboration.d to the collaboration.

Choosing  Mathieu DemyChoosing  Mathieu Demy, Jacques Demy’, Jacques Demy’s son, to play  the rs son, to play  the role of Olivier touchesole of Olivier touches
upon a cultural icon and film heritage that prupon a cultural icon and film heritage that precedes his characterecedes his character.  Did you find.  Did you find
that inhibiting at first?that inhibiting at first?

OLIVIER: It’s true that when we started casting for the film we kind of said to ourselves,
“not Mathieu Demy and not Chiara Mastroianni!”  However, Mathieu, who was very
friendly with our producers and was aware of the project.  One day he said, half jesting,
“I’m ready to do some singing auditions whenever they want!”  Soon after he said it
would be stupid not to let him audition just because he’s Jacques Demy’s son.  I always
thought he acted really well in the teenage roles, especially “Kung-Fu Master” or the
Antoine Desrosières films.
So we met him and he very nonchalantly explained to us that his father’s name was not
our problem, it was his problem and he decided that it wasn’t a problem at all!

JACQUES:  Mathieu felt that he was coming around full circle in playing a role in “Jeanne
et le Garçon Formidable”.  He helped us realize a project which allowed us to show our
love for Jacques Demy’s films, and he drew upon his knowledge and experience of his
father’s musicals.

Mathieu sings his songs in the film, but VMathieu sings his songs in the film, but Virirginie doesn’ginie doesn’t.   Why is that?t.   Why is that?

We chose the actors in the film based on their ability to act and sing, except Virginie.
That’s why they all sing, and she doesn’t.    The deciding factor in choosing Virginie for
the role was our meeting with her.  Her way of talking about the script and her unders-
tanding of the character sold us.  It was quickly obvious that she fit the character perfect-
ly.  Virginie is not a singer and Jeanne’s role required nine very varied songs.  It was dif-
ficult!  We decided to use a professional singer: Elise Caron.  In the beginning, matching
a voice that’s not your own was somewhat unrealistic for Virginie.  But after the first
rehearsals and especially the first day of shooting, the pre-recorded voice miraculously
became Jeanne’s voice.

JACQUES: And come to think of it, it took me years to realize that it wasn’t really
Catherine Deneuve singing in “Umbrellas of Cherbourg”.  When it comes right down to
it, it makes no difference at all.

VVisuallyisually, the film is ver, the film is ver y stylized with colors exploding like firy stylized with colors exploding like fire, vere, ver y pry preciseecise
intentions concerintentions concerning the decorning the decor, object, colors like the ver, object, colors like the ver y “Shanghai” flamy “Shanghai” flam--
boyant scene wherboyant scene whereVeViriginie contemplates her  multiplied image in a splendidiriginie contemplates her  multiplied image in a splendid
thrthree-way miree-way mirrroror.  She wears  a vibrant r.  She wears  a vibrant red dred dress!ess!



OLIVIER:   We were lucky to work with a set designer who banished the word “impossible”
from his vocabulary once and for all!    In a musical, each scene is conceived like a painting,
and the set design is crucial.  For example, at the beginning of the film, when we discover
Virginie at work, we really played with transparency and the reflections in the windows.

“Garçon For“Garçon Formidable” (“Permidable” (“Per fect Guy /Wfect Guy /Wonderonder ful Guy ”) is a fabulous exprful Guy ”) is a fabulous expression, aession, a
little old-fashioned, yet at the same time warlittle old-fashioned, yet at the same time warm and likeable…m and likeable…

JACQUES: I really like the expression wonderful for just that reason.  But etymologically
speaking, wonderful also means “something which inspires awe”.  The most powerful
encounters take place with people who inspire awe, who subjugate us and in some way, on
some level, create a sense of wonder in us.

OLIVIER: When we were choosing a title, for reasons of sonority, I wanted the word won-
derful in it. There are many aspects to the film and I thought it was nice to introduce the idea
“wonderful” in the title.  At one point we were going to call it “Olivier has Aids”!! (laughter)
Strangely enough, that made the investors very jittery!



INTERVIEW  WITH  VIRGINIE LEDOYEN 

How would you describe Jeanne, the young girl who loves a perHow would you describe Jeanne, the young girl who loves a per fect guy?fect guy?

For me, Jeanne embodies movement and desire.  She is very vivacious girl… a free-spi-
rit, but there's nothing artificial and calculated about her.  She is alert and lively, but not
very cultivated.  She is impetuous.  She has a routine job, but doesn't complain about it.
It's kind of rare to see girls like this portrayed in the cinema these days.  She's not super
intellectual, or ultra sweet... that's why I found her character interesting to play.
She is sensual and extremely sensitive and this aspect defines her love relationships.  She
has many lovers and she loves each one differently.  She loves pleasure, but she is not a
nymphomaniac, or a bitch.  She’s conscious of what she’s doing and hurts no one.  She's
just a girl who likes to be in love and then she experiences her first emotionally overw-
helming love story.

When she first meets the "perWhen she first meets the "per fect guy", she is a bit non-chalant because shefect guy", she is a bit non-chalant because she
continues to see the ofcontinues to see the of fice messenger boy on the side, but at the same time shefice messenger boy on the side, but at the same time she
has rhas really fallen for Olivereally fallen for Oliver.  She r.  She realizes just how deeply she loves him whenealizes just how deeply she loves him when
he’he’s in the hospital.  Jeanne rs in the hospital.  Jeanne reminds me of a child who needs to touch the fireminds me of a child who needs to touch the firee
to rto realize it's dangerealize it's dangerous.  Her insouciant character is rather poetic.ous.  Her insouciant character is rather poetic.

Her social background tells a lot about her character.  She comes from a simple family,
but not stupid.  She doesn't come from a neurotic overbearing family, instead the rela-
tionships were healthy and the communication natural.  She can't stand pretension of any
kind whether it be sentimental or social climbing.  So much so, that she breaks up with a
guy who's over-ambitious and only concerned with landing a high-salaried job.  I'm very
different from Jeanne.  I have some guilt feelings for example, but we are similar in the
fact that we're not neurotic.  In fact, it's great to play a character that isn't neurotic.

Jeanne is verJeanne is ver y coquettish in the way she dry coquettish in the way she dresses.  She wears shoresses.  She wears shor t skirt skir ts andts and
tops which show her belly button.  She wears bright colors and lots of jewelrtops which show her belly button.  She wears bright colors and lots of jewelr yy......
Did you enjoy incarDid you enjoy incarnating her rnating her role on this level?ole on this level?

It's a very important point because her entire sense of being springs from the way she
dresses... the rhythm, the way she acts with others.  Clothes don't make the person, but
there are many people who affirm their identity through their clothes and Jeanne is one
of  them.  Juliette Chanaud, the costume designer, had the same intention.

Making a musical in which you had to dance the tango, do crMaking a musical in which you had to dance the tango, do creative moves witheative moves with
a food tray and sing nine songs  must have been vera food tray and sing nine songs  must have been ver y exciting and a little wayy exciting and a little way
out too.out too.

I wasn't afraid of it, but in the beginning I wondered how we were going to a musical in
1997!



YYou dance with animated grace and your moves arou dance with animated grace and your moves are so natural, but you don't singe so natural, but you don't sing
Jeanne's songs.  Did that rJeanne's songs.  Did that requirequire too much pre too much preparation?eparation?

More like not enough talent as a singer!!  The songs were written by Jacques and Philippe 
Miller and then recorded long before the film was made.  When I was chosen for the project, we
didn't have enough time for intensive singing lessons and very frankly, I think that a mediocre per-
formance would have been fatal.  A perfectly limpid voice was needed and I'm not a singer!
When it comes right down to it, I would have loved to sing because it enriches the acting and also
these songs are like mini films in the film which develop the characters and the action.  Mathieu is
terrifically talented and had the chance to do both.  But in the end, I don't regret not singing.

YYou worked closely with the singer who became Jeanne's voice to the point wherou worked closely with the singer who became Jeanne's voice to the point where youe you
seemed to be giving her acting dirseemed to be giving her acting directions!ections!

It was extraordinary and very disturbing at the same time because I explained to Elise my inten-
tions.  Her intonations in the scene with the song and her performance was extremely nuanced.  It
was great.  I felt like I was doubling myself and at the same time constructing another more inti-
mate layer of Jeanne's character.

"Jeanne and the per"Jeanne and the per fect Guy" is a film which is  prfect Guy" is a film which is  pro life as the writer and diro life as the writer and director toldector told
us.  Therus.  There is a clear position against exclusion and the film bre is a clear position against exclusion and the film broaches the subject of aidsoaches the subject of aids
verver y honestlyy honestly.  W.  Was this a motivating factor for you in deciding to make the film?as this a motivating factor for you in deciding to make the film?

It's so different from so much we've seen and heard about aids.  And it's much better not to show
the suffering and commiseratio, the amorphous dread which surrounds the illness or to show the
aids victims themselves... That's why I wanted to act in this movie, to play Jeanne who lives a tra-
gedy in a musical!  The crudeness of the dialogues... it follows the same vein!  It's very playful and
very touching to see in this film the urge to make love, eat, sing, dance and laugh, instead of
crying over the disease!

I would think that one of the most difficult and delicate scenes to film was the breakfast scene
which is key to showing the adorable and vulnerable nature of the couple?
The scene was complicated to realize, but it totally confirms the love story.
It’s not the only long take in the film…

Yes, as far as this goes, Olivier said that using this directing tecactors feel at ease by allowing them
necessary latitude to create and at the same time it made up for his lack of experience.  The truth
is that doing long takes, which are as discrete and fluid as his, and integrate so naturally into the
story require enormous talent and an expertise which he possess!



YYou also possess a range of talents!ou also possess a range of talents!

I’m very script oriented.  I love that.  I think it’s really important to understand the director’s
approach, to understand where he’s placing the camera, if there’s an insert… it’s all in keeping
with the character, to understand what aspect the director wants to emphasize  Understanding the
workings of technique is a way of figuring out what’s important for them in the upcoming scenes.

Did you know Mathieu well beforDid you know Mathieu well before making this film?e making this film?

We have been friends for a long time which was very practical when it came to acting
together.  We didn’t feel embarrassed or awkward when it was time for the romance
scenes.  Everything brought out our complicity and not an uneasy tenseness..  I love his
dreamy quality.  I thing it’s… wonderful!

SearSearching for the name of your lover in the obituaries who has rching for the name of your lover in the obituaries who has run ofun of f  to dief  to die
far frfar from you must have had a devastating efom you must have had a devastating ef fect on Jeanne’fect on Jeanne’s character!s character!

Jeanne meets a guy just after, and brings him home… she is never beaten by the illness.
That’s the wonderful theme of the film.  Jeanne could have been disillusioned by the whole
thing, but it’s an eye-opening experience for her, and it grounds her…
“Jeanne and the Perfect Guy” is the first film written by a singer – literature teacher, and
first film from a former student of the Institute for Advanced Film Studies…

And Pauline and Cyriac’s first production and the chief cameraman’s second film!  The
way this film came together was terrific.  I really fell in love with the script and the atmos-
phere during the filming!  Olivier and Jacques arrived on the set forty-five minutes early
every morning, overjoyed to be working on the film.  Production was an hour late?  No
problem!  Wearing their straw hats, they serenely sang songs while they waited!   They
never shouted and really took pleasure in their work which echoes the film in their appre-
ciation of life and seizing the day.



The chorThe choreography in the film is not classical dance or reography in the film is not classical dance or routines we’ve seen inoutines we’ve seen in
other musicals.  It’other musicals.  It’s drawn frs drawn from gesturom gestures and movements in our daily lives.  Howes and movements in our daily lives.  How
did you work on this essential element?did you work on this essential element?

We never tried to be Barichnykov.  We’re not dancers.  The plan was, as you said,  to
draw our movements from trivial daily activities.  To take a sushi chopsticks, for example,
and do a little number.  It meant getting your body to move rather than just dancing.  They
weren’t Broadway numbers.  We had to find how we felt most at ease in our bodies and
come up with moves that always remained anchored in every day experience.

I loved dancing.  Especially with the long takes, even though I nearly twisted my knee and
broke a tooth on several occasions.  But the most intense scene was the first day of fil-
ming.  The decor was a little zany in the cafeteria.  We had trays with food glued to them.
Valéria Bonneton and I were singing, our trays on top of our heads, and the dancers were
singing all around us.  Suddenly, I felt like I was part of the film, of the story, of this odd
world.  I was extremely happy and at the same time realized that this experience
Twouldn’t last forever.  “Jeanne and the Wonderful Guy” became part of me!

What is a “ perWhat is a “ per fect guy /wonderfect guy /wonder ful guy ”?ful guy ”?

For me, as well as for Jeanne, it’s a guy you just simply love.  It‘s strange and maybe a
little stupid to say, but I think this film has a very fairytale-like quality.  It illustrates the
mundane as it tells a horrible story, but there is the perfection of it all, that odd sadness,
mixed with whimsy which makes it so perfect.









INTERVIEW WITH MATHIEU DEMY

Mathieu DemyMathieu Demy, what made you decide to become the “Per, what made you decide to become the “Per fect Guy”?fect Guy”?

Musicals are very rare these days and this project thoroughly intrigued me.  The script
was simple, with a magnificent romance, going straight to the heart of things, like the
story itself.  Then my meeting with Jacques and Oliver was the deciding factor.

Olivier is a verOlivier is a ver y secry secretive and deteretive and determined guy who at one point in the stormined guy who at one point in the stor yy
decides to slip out of sight and finally disappear because, “it doesn’decides to slip out of sight and finally disappear because, “it doesn’t mattert matter, it, it
doesn’doesn’t matter anymort matter anymore”… as he  sings in a heare”… as he  sings in a hear tbrtbreaking scene in the hospieaking scene in the hospi--
tal.  Do you understand his choice?tal.  Do you understand his choice?

I can certainly understand that he wouldn’t want to expose himself to prying eyes and
takes refuge with his family in order to lick his wounds and spare his loved ones the suf-
fering.  Olivier’s decision at this point is one of self-respect and generosity.  It’s very cohe-
rent with regard to the script  .  I remember going to see “Philadelphia” and feeling dis-
turbed by the director’s insistence on showing us the ravages of the disease and physical
decomposition of Tom Hank’s body.  I think Olivier and Jacques’ handling is more inter-
esting.
Olivier and Jacques decided take advantage of long sequences to create an  authenticity,
accentuate the impression of the passing of time and I have  the feeling that you were
able to really benefit from their choice…
It was very enjoyable, and a veritable gift on their part!  To act and maintain the conti-
nuity in the dance scenes, like the java was inestimable because our creative juices were
not hindered.  Instead, they were  greatly enhanced.  
In the very intimate scenes like the Sunday morning breakfast, I think the shot lasts three
or four minutes with only one cut!  It’s true that the length of the take allowed us discover
something new in our relationship… it was like an alchemy… We had to be erotic and
that was even more stimulating with a long take.

WWe know vere know ver y little about Oliver… Wy little about Oliver… We know what Jeanne says about him thate know what Jeanne says about him that
he’he’s “vulnerable, scrs “vulnerable, screwable, loveable, insatiable”…ewable, loveable, insatiable”…

(Blushing and laughing)  I like his reserved nature.  In the java scene we glean some
things about his past.  He is in a rage, that is cold and contained, but we don’t know a
lot about him.  The only think that counts for him is to live, to find a balance between the
mortality that’s dogging him and the love which fills him with so much passion.  Olivier is
a simple character confronted with basic life issues – love and death.



“Jeanne et le Garçon Fr“Jeanne et le Garçon Fromidable is Olivier’omidable is Olivier’s dirs directing debut and Jacques’.  Wecting debut and Jacques’.  Wasas
that rthat reassuring?eassuring?

(laughing)  Frankly, they had every aspect of the film handled!  I’ve never seen a more
impressive pre-production on a film… such precision.  It was very reassuring for every-
body.  When the film preparation is handled well, there is more freedom when it comes
time for the shoot!  All the little anxieties dealing with placement and movement were
resolved.  There was nothing left to do but act!
With respect to my character, we had to work on his physical appearance, because we
know so little about him.
Olivier and Jacques wanted to deflate some clichés about Aids.  That’s why my character
is dynamic, not scrawny.  He is physically robust.
They often made the task more difficult.  Choosing a rave dance to declare that he’s sero-
positive is a good example of this.  I tried to go along with that.

Olivier and Jacques told me how happy they werOlivier and Jacques told me how happy they were to make a musical with thee to make a musical with the
name “Demy” on the crname “Demy” on the credits…edits…

I grew up with my father’s films.  He showed them to us.  We were treated to 16 mm pro-
jections of his works at home and we were thrilled!  Musicals and fairy tales have seve-
ral levels of meaning.  It can enchant the child in us and the adult can really grasp the
deeper meanings of the story.  There’s often sadness in it.  I love my father’s films and
making “Jeanne et le Garçon Formidable” was reminiscent of the things I love.  I feel like
I acted in a film that was light and entertaining, yet dealt with a profoundly sad theme.
There is a real similarity between my father’s films in the way he mingles enchantment
and sadness.

What is a “wonderWhat is a “wonder ful guy /perful guy /per fect guy  “ ?fect guy  “ ?

Young people today don’t really use this expression anymore, yet it’s charming.  It is a
reminder of the old days when things were more playful and innocent, very much like this
film!



INTERVIEW WITH PHILIPPE MILLER
(The music composer)

WWas writing the music for this film veras writing the music for this film ver y ry restrictive?estrictive?

I am a musician and I found Jacques, the writer, someone who was not afraid of music!
He was a singer.  He adores musicals and sees them all the time.  He is open to every
avenue of expression, even lyrics which is the case in the lovely lament of the messenger
boy that Jeanne drops.  Jacques’ openness to the musical form made many things pos-
sible, even the ability to work on a musical about Aids and gay rights!  
What’s more, music has a therapeutic quality for me.  It takes the edge off trying situa-
tions.  So writing music for such difficult texts did not pose a problem for me.  The mar-
riage of theme and form was really very stimulating.
I’m happy that all the music was recorded in Paris and not abroad, which might have
been more economical… I was lucky that it took place in Paris and I was able to choose
my musicians.  In fact, I needed a lot of musicians and a great diversity of them conside-
ring the variety of music.  I had my friends from the conservatory work for me which
made creating the music like a family experience and that showed up in the film.

How was filming for you?How was filming for you?

It was really romantic!  It was enchanting for me to go somewhere in Paris and sudden-
ly hear my music being played outside in a public square over the summer!!
I was also a little afraid that it wasn’t going turn out to be synchronized, so I went to the
studio to verify the actors’ lipsinking.

Did you work closely with the actors to make cerDid you work closely with the actors to make cer tain their songs fit  with theirtain their songs fit  with their
characters?characters?

Naturally I wanted to know how they were going to interpret the songs and met with them
before writing the arrangements.  The personality of an actor can influence the song.  For
example, the speed of their delivery changed the tempo of my songs.  There were five
very pivotal songs in this film, that Jacques wrote first: The Java, Breakfast, the hospital
song, Bonnafés lament and “I met a wonderful guy”.  Working closely with the  actors for
this one was important.



How did you end up working on this film?How did you end up working on this film?

Thanks to the producer, Cyriak.  I worked with him on a film short which wasn’t a musi-
cal at all!  Then one day I was casually asking him about his latest projects and he told
me about a musical he was doing.  That was it,  I knew I had to work on it!!

Can you prCan you produce  a musical today without making roduce  a musical today without making refereference to Jacque Demy andence to Jacque Demy and
his slightly quirkyhis slightly quirky, mar, mar velous and poignant universe?  Can we put the  hearvelous and poignant universe?  Can we put the  hear tachetache
of love to  music without thinking of Demy?of love to  music without thinking of Demy?

I like Jacques Demy’s films, but I didn’t want to do the same type of musical as Legrand.
And I especially didn’t want someone to say to me, “Oh, this is an homage to Demy,
you’ve duplicated Michel Legrand!”  Early on, I met Jacques who hadn’t written the script
yet, but had the text for the songs in hand.  He then officially wrote the songs, assuring
their place in film history.  He was trained as a professional singer so it’s normal that he
started with the songs!
Demy operated in a very different manner.  In “The Umbrellas of Cherbourg”, he develo-
ped a distinct musical theme which was constantly repeated throughout the film.  In
“Jeanne et le Garçon Formidable”, Jacques wanted a variety of musical styles which you
might find on the radio.  It seemed very contemporary to me.  What’s more, that versati-
lity, that capacity to tackle many musical genres was dictated to me by the script itself.
The rich variety of music is like a mosaic. For example, the java number, the cabaret, the
oriental interlude in the dining hall, etc…
Jacques knew exactly what he wanted.  I proposed some ideas to him, but he never made
a mistake with his choice of styles.
Writing the music and the words based on a powerful script, the recording, performances,
everything seemed possible to me.  It all took place as if in a dream.  My only concern,
in the end, was the ability for audiences to tolerate a musical!  With the juxtaposition of
genres, the mix of bright and muted tones… I wondered if that would be tolerable to the
viewers.  Maybe they wanted a more cohesive film.  But when it was complete, the diver-
sity seemed to enrich the film.
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DIRECTOR’s  NOTE

“Jeanne et le garçon formidable” is not an easy story.  A film about mourning and loss, it
explores lives shattered by an unforeseen disease.  A far cry from romanticism, we wanted to
show the true nature of the illness.  Despite the gravity of the subject, “Jeanne et le garçon for-
midable” is not a sad film.  The end is somber, but the overall tone is joyful, without being flip-
pant.  The film isn’t an opportunity to indulge in pain and suffering.  It wasn't our intention to
make light of the seriousness of the ravages of illness by adding a humorous spin to the story.
We attempted to show the unfairness of lives cut short and the illness' disastrous effects upon an
entire generation.

The idea of a musical comedy came to us naturally.  The genre was easily built around a simple
concept -- a period of searching, meeting, falling in love and loss.  Some of their paths cross
several times without really coming together (Jeanne lives through the ordeal that François has
already experienced). The three central characters never really manage to renew the ties that
bind them.  In the end, we are alone when we face death, whether it be our own or someone
we love.  There’s nothing more to be learned from Aids.  There’s no need for this disease to
remind us of life’s brevity.

Jeanne, the central character, is a symbol of the life force within us all.  She has faith in an ideal
and the strength of love.  But this life force goes through a denial, the subliminal refusal to see
Olivier’s illness for what it is.  She draws Olivier into her way of thinking.  He begins to make
plans for his future.  But the moment she leaves his side, the harsh truth comes crashing in and
his impending death is a reality.   He doesn’t lie to Jeanne, he genuinely forgets and is happy to
forget.  François becomes a sort of link between them.  His knowledge of Aids is based on per-
sonal experience (the death of a lover) and his commitment to the cause.

At times François tries to present a convincing political argument to his friends.  At other times
he listens and gives advice, but finds it difficult to create a connection.

The music tunefully illustrates the characters and their transformations without excessive wordy
discourse.  It appears in the film in many forms.  Sometimes the music is transitional, back-
ground to street or bar scenes, other times it takes a more classical turn, coming from nowhere,
but always supporting and developing the story line.  It expresses what we cannot always
express.  Philippe Miller’s work is very much in keeping with this theme. When Olivier parties,
the music is joyful and nostalgic which at the same time underscores his rage, despair and zest
for life.  From this perspective, we thought it wise not to use voice-overs for the actor’s songs.
The actors themselves sing the songs which provides greater expressive range.  It also ensures
greater diversity: alternating song and spoken lines, spoken song and up-beat reading of lines.

In showing life’s buoyancy and vitality, we could better underline the tragedy of Aids. This ener-
gy could only be conveyed through a musical, through its lively song and dance routines which
carry movement and life within them.
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